MULTI TROLLEY
STANDARD 6.0
Move it Smart and Simple

Patent protected

Smart • Simple • Safe

Innovate
Multi Trolley is an innovation. Rather than heavy lifting and carrying, simply mount the
trolley onto the item instead. This easy method is both unique and patent-protected.
- The Multi Trolley can be mounted onto all sorts of items inc. large conference tables.

Simplify
Multi Trolley simplifies the job at hand. One person with a Multi Trolley does the work
of two people. This means faster and more cost-effective handling when moving
heavy and awkward furniture.
- Simply tilt the table until the trolley rests back onto its wheels.

SMART • SIMPLE • SAFE

Improve
Multi Trolley improves your working environment. Its ergonomic technique reduces the
risk of injuries and fully complies with EEC manual handling requirements (90/269/EEC).
- Move furniture easily and safely through the office

Because!
“Research shows that 4 out of 5 people suffer from back pain at some point in their
lives. A job involving heavy lifting significantly increases the likelihood of back injury.
Multi Trolley’s unique and ergonomic working method, in the form of a trolley, saves
both your back and your money.”
Peder Jensen
Multi Trolley founder

Proud members of:

Multi Trolley brand & products are patent-protected

MULTI TROLLEY
STANDARD 6.0

Applications
Recommended post length

Desk
Table
Conference table, large
Conference table, small
Bed
Bed, King Size
Sofa
Whiteboard, large
Whiteboard, small
Door
Panel
Folding table
Cabinet, bookshelf, etc.

Fixed pole
16.5 inches

Adjustable post Adjustable post Adjustable post
22 inches
30 inches
38 inches
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No posts or poles required

* Replaces Fixed poles 16.5 in.

Technical Specifications
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Length: 31"
Width: 16.5"
Adjustable posts: 30"
Fixed poles: 16.5"
Weight: 26 lbs
Max load: 550 lbs
Manufactured in 2 mm steel profile

